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+20 diggs  And the crimes continue. Will they ever end?

Authorities in Belgium raid Church of

Scientology

DragonFire1024

on 04/16/2008

http://digg.com/world_news/Authorities_in_Belgium_ ...

Reply1 Reply — best has 1 digg

+19 diggs  How long until the Scientology freaks get this

one listed as inaccurate?

ZachHauri

on 04/16/2008

Reply1 Reply — best has -2 diggs

+7 diggs  It doesn't matter how they try to spin this, it's

the PR pits for them on this story. Want to bet

the guy or gal who processed this woman is cleaning toilets in

the RPF?

anonylot

on 04/16/2008

Reply

BBC interviews lawyer for Scientology

Scientology takes another life

Scientology Censors Amazon.com Reviews

Suicide after taking Scientology personality test

en.wikinews.org — The Norwegian press is reporting that Kaja Ballo, 20, the daughter of

Norwegian MP Olav Gunnar Ballo, committed suicide two weeks ago after taking a

Scientology personality test. The family decided to go public with the story, after the

test along with the results and a suicide note were discovered after Kaja's death.
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+13 diggs  Yay for the Norwegian press.eibmozhsawniarb

on 04/16/2008
Reply

+4 diggs  seems like some scientologist is using their

mind powers a little too willy-nilly....

drastic8

on 04/16/2008

Reply

+5 diggs  And somewhere, Tom is hiding in Stan's

closet.

shadowspawn

on 04/16/2008

Reply

-1 diggs  Below viewing threshold.   Show

+19 diggs  The Internet community is going to get its

hands on every story from Scientology like

this and post them everywhere. Everyone will know everything,

and Scientology will fall. They have picked the wrong enemies.

It is inevitable now.

youtellme8

on 04/16/2008

Reply

+7 diggs  No loss, according to the personality test she

was "not good for anything".

/sarcasm

That very same test has been used for over 13 years to test

about 1000 job applicants every year applying for ordinary

warehousing jobs. Link (in Norwegian):

"Performia pays six percent in royalties to the Hubbard-

foundation for use of the test."

prompel

on 04/16/2008
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Reply

+9 diggs  Keep digging this so it doesn't get buried by

OSA!

This is the kind of stuff that they don't want us to see. DIGG IT

NAO!!!

tristandark84

on 04/16/2008

Reply

+4 diggs  I'm not defending the Scientology test in any

way here, because I think it's a little stupid,

but... I'm a little skeptical on the implied causality here (the

singling out of the test as a precursor to her suicide).

I imagine she was already a little out of it, whether her friends

and family knew it. Having someone tell you that you're

depressed shouldn't lead you to immediately jump from a

window (just as playing GTA shouldn't lead you to beat up

strangers). Could it have been a factor? Sure, but anything and

everything could have been a factor.

thelastcivilian

on 04/16/2008
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+8 diggs  ****Comment removed due to copyright claim

from the Church of Scientology****

drdrew901
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Reply3 Replies — best has 4 diggs
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+3 diggs  I bet you

CoS is going to mess wit that family now

thats how mean they are

chingy1788

on 04/16/2008

Reply

-3 diggs  Below viewing threshold.   Show

+5 diggs  Scientology Spin: "We were right! Look what

she did, now if we would have caught it earlier

and with proper auditing she would be alive!"

scsp85

on 04/16/2008

Reply1 Reply — best has 2 diggs

-2 diggs  Below viewing threshold.   Show

+4 diggs  How do we start making this pricks

accountable?

JosephShell

on 04/16/2008

Reply2 Replies — best has 2 diggs

+5 diggs  Digg me up if you support her familys decision

to go public with this. Personally I'm thankful.

Kasot

on 04/16/2008

Reply

+5 diggs  Scientology gets inside your head and *****

you up. Their whole business model is based

on brainwashing people.

rebotfc

on 04/16/2008

Reply

-5 diggs  Below viewing threshold.   Show  (1 reply)

-1 diggs  Below viewing threshold.   Show

+5 diggs  Aliens can make you do some crazy things.

Scientology is a bitch of a religion.

brantw

on 04/16/2008

Reply

-4 diggs  Below viewing threshold.   Show
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+4 diggs  Maybe she did have an issue or two. No one

is perfect. That said, if I was depressed for

whatever reason, whether or not it was long term, and I willingly

went to seek help and got the results that this family speaks of,

I would have been sent over the edge. We don't know what she

was thinking and never will. No one does. But that said,

Scientology could most certainly be blamed for her death, in

terms of a 'wrongful death.' Especially if she was there

assuming she was going to get real and truthful help. I think we

need to know what was said during the test, when Scientology

met to discuss or evaluate results, and what happened

thereafter. I see this as a deep and mysterious case that

probably will have all kinds of twists and might never really be

solved.

DragonFire1024

on 04/17/2008

Reply1 Reply — best has 2 diggs

+3 diggs  I see people are burying this. went down one.

Was at 240 a minute ago. SHOUT THIS

GUYS!

DragonFire1024

on 04/17/2008

Reply

+5 diggs  thats exactly the issue, scientology targets

when vulnerable, she was alive til did test

if she had not done stress test, we dont know, but unfortunately

for her and family she is 100% dead

fivo7

on 04/17/2008

Reply

+2 diggs  The ONLY people who endorse or place any

value or credibility in the OCA test is Co$

themselves. It has no academic backing whatsoever.Critics

claim the OCA-test that Kaja took is purpously designed to

trouble and depress those who are tested. The controversial

personality test Oxford Capacity Analysis (OCA) is for many

people their first meeting with the Church of Scientology. With

200 its questions the scientologists try to attract new members.

Critics claim the scientologists want to try to pressure you into

taking various courses to improve yourself, regardless of your

test score. This among other ways how the church makes

money. Here is an explanation of giving test results practice by

Andrea Catt, former Scientology recruiter:------------------- "You

talk to him about the things which are 'ruining' his life. You

basically make the person feel really, really bad about the

condition they are in. You take their problems and you magnify

them. You look at how that is going to affect them in the future.

You get the person into a state where they feel that their future

is nothing unless they do something. Then you tell them that the

only thing they can do is Scientology. More damning criticism of

this test from The Swedish professor of psychology Gudmund

Smith at Lund University concluded in 1981 that the test was

untrustworthy and in his view unethical. The Lund professor

butchered the questions as being obviously leading, unclearly

stated and ambiguous The Australian Association of

Psychologists, among others has labelled the OCA-test as

"directly dangerous".
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